
The mighty Mariquita needs 18 able-bodied souls to raise and 
control her sails. Six crew are permanent, six come aboard for a 
season and six... six lucky lads or lasses, come on for a regatta

story DAN HOUSTON photographs BEN WOODPulling power
Mariquita
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Above: 

Concentration: 

Cudmore, Caulcutt 

and Newman – 

tactician, owner 

and captain 

respectively 

Left : Under full rig

Above, top to 

bottom: Patting 

down after 

morning exercises; 

sweating the peak; 

tying more wool on 

the jib

at three knots. It’s a time of holding our breath and it 
does not yet mean that we are going to win (again) but 
it’s one of those truly magic moments in sailing where 
you want to pinch yourself at how lucky you feel. It’s the 
first time I have sailed with Harold Cudmore aboard, and 
I instantly start to call it his ‘moment’ because reading the 
wind like that in these fickle and tricky conditions shows 
a true master mariner at work. Later when he explains 
the move (overleaf) he has the grace to say twice that we 
were lucky with the wind... 

I’ve seen similar situations but gliding at three knots, 
300 yards away, from boats stuck in the water... that 
must be the luck of the Irish. After this moment we enter 
a patch of slack water ourselves just in front of the 
harbour but Cudmore’s reckoning – that the boat’s 
36-ton lead keel will carry us across the dead zone – 
again a couple of cables, pays off. We lie down on deck 
unless we are holding the foresails dead amidships and in 
silence – as if that will itself help – glide through the 
pellucid still green waters, inching our way, almost, at the 
last before we catch the first fractional zephyr of air that 
will push the grand cutter forward once more. 

O
k; before I get into how great this 
boat is, and why, I’ve got to relay this 
little moment of sailing with Harold 
Cudmore as our tactician where we 
glid past the boats ahead of us in the 
fleet on day two of the Argentario 

regatta in June. We were about two-thirds of the way 
through the 20-mile-odd race when we could see 
Cambria, the 1928 Fife bermudan 23-Metre, hit a hole 
in the wind and stop dead in the water. Turns out it was 
convergence in the bay where two slight opposing 
breezes met to create this hole. Several of the Olin 
Stephens yawls and other boats around her stopped as 
well. With sails as limp as laundry on a lay-day, the 
boats take on attitudes, like band members on an album 
cover, each pointing in a different direction.

We alter course slightly inshore; it will take us away 
from the mark but we are able to keep going. The sea is 
not completely flat, there are ripples but it is getting 
flatter. As crew we are down on the lee deck keeping us 
slightly heeled. And at about a cable and a half (300 
yards) to windward of Cambria we glide past her, sailing 
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This is racing and sometimes the moments of racing in 
light airs are more tense than when you are beating out to 
a mark with everything under bouncing pressure. You 
look at the jackyard tops’l hoping that its two-sparred 
span will be high enough to claw down the nuances of 
moving air up there which are so absent at deck level. 
Claw the air down across the rest of the sail and wing it, 
will it almost, into making enough pressure to cause some 
forward movement. 

We won the race.
I’d come out to the pretty port of Santo Stefano, 95 

miles north-west of Rome two days ago. I was joining 
Mariquita as one of her six regatta crew. Being without 
winches she needs 18 crew on deck – just about all of 
them are needed for the mainsheet. They comprise six 
regular or permanent hands; six taken on to do a season 
– typically six or seven regattas; and at each regatta six 
more are taken on to fit in between the regulars as it 
were. So rather than just race for a day, which sometimes 
happens at a regatta, the crew are all committed for at 
least the period of the regatta and this allows a learning 
curve to be established and enjoyed. It’s a good system.



Sailing with 
Harold 
Cudmore

For more photographs  

of Mariquita visit –  

www.classicboat.co.uk 
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I remember first seeing Mariquita afloat at Fairlie 
Restorations in early summer 2004. I’d come ashore from 
teaching a group of day skippers and we’d had our night 
sail so I was tired and wrapped up in foulies. I was not 
allowed to see her close up which was frustrating 
although understandable at that stage in her relaunch. 

At that time the yacht was recruiting in the ports of 
Essex from where her first crews had hailed back in the 
1911-1913 seasons. With almost a news blackout on the 
boat we reported from one crew candidate that female 
crew would have to shave their legs, but not the chaps. 
This throwaway line made matters worse and I was a bit 
persona non grata after that. We were able to run a 
two-part story of her history and sailing with Tom 
Cunliffe in the Med but that was it. 

So this, coming out to the sun and seeing her in her 
element, as she has been for 10 years now, is a moment 
too! It’s come about as the boat changed hands last 
season and is now run by a syndicate headed up by 
Johnny Caulcutt, a passionate Solent sailor, and friends 
Stephen Hemsley and Jamie and Angela Matheson who 
also race Edward Heath’s old Morning Cloud – now 

renamed Opposition. George Newman, mate, took over 
from Jim Thom as skipper and the yacht even got a 
Facebook page. With her centenary celebrated afloat and 
her relaunch owner’s goals achieved, he and Jim Thom 
have moved on to a long-term circumnavigation with the 
replica schooner Atlantic. 

But their legacy remains and Jim’s famous methods of 
running the boat are all being kept in place. One of these 
is warm-up exercises and each day starts like this on the 
dock or powering out to the start with leg, back and 
shoulder stretches before getting into the so-called circle 
of love for a back-scratching/pummelling/patting exercise 
which feels surprisingly good, even when it’s the hard 
hands of Billy Butler the bosun (and son of the sailmaker 
Mark Butler of James Lawrence Sails in Brightlingsea)! 

Jim developed laminated deck position cards for the 
oncoming crew which gives you your position for various 
manoeuvres. Thus I am on the peak for hauling up the 
main, on the bowsprit for bringing in the jib, on the jib 
sheet for tacking, and so forth. (On the first day I started 
on the staysail sheet but with the other Dan across the 
deck from me we were getting confused by orders!)

The regatta begins with a day’s practice beforehand. 
We are given our white shirts, crew trousers, cards and 
bucket hats and our positions and drills are explained. 
“This is how we haul the mainsheet,” Tubbsy, master of 
that mile of rope, shows us... On Mariquita they have 
had a decade at learning how things are done best and so 
this is passed on. The main thing is that we will all have 
our position and so there is no need to run across the 
deck to attend to something left undone.

For the main crew the day’s work starts on deck 
polishing brass before we arrive, around 0830. Race days 
begin with getting headsails out of the lazarette and 
getting the cordage organised. As in 1911 there are no 
winches on the deck (for cruising she has a few but these 
are marked with blank brass plates at deck level). So 
blocks are put out for the sheets to turn through and then 
‘jiggers’, or four-part purchase handy-billies, are laid out 
for hardening up. Aluminium water bottles come up 
marked for your position – you have your own bottle; it’s 
about the only non-old-school practice on board.

Hauling up the mainsail is the first job when we are 
out in the roads. I am on the peak, with three others; the 

Clockwise from 

top: the crew lies 

to windward  as 

she begins to heel; 

water bottles; my 

view of the 

mainsheet haul; 

Robyn and Pippa 

are main runner 3 

and topmast 

runner 3 as well as 

being stewardess 

and cook aboard

Left: Hoisting the 

jackyard topsail 

– without winches 

we sit on the deck 

and pulley haul

harold Cudmore needs no introduction 
to CB readers but just in case you were 
a prisoner of Circe or on any other 
odyssian pursuits from the 70s to the 
90s, he is best known as an olympic 
sailor (Ireland, Flying Dutchman 1972), 
admiral’s Cup skipper of British, Irish 
and german teams in the Cowes-
offshore series, world champion in the 
half-ton and one-ton classes, leader of 
Britain’s america’s Cup challenges in 
1983 and 1986/7 (voted yachtsman of 
the year) and coach to Bill Koch’s 1992 
america III cup-winning campaign and 
to the Usa’s all-women’s defence 
campaign in 1995...

 More recently he has sailed with the 
15-M class, doing four regattas last year. 
of his ‘moment’ on Mariquita – finding 
breeze on day two – he said: “there is 
some history to coming here and the 
boat had learned from being here last 
year. I wasn’t aboard then but I listened 
to them describing the incidents during 
racing last year and we needed not to 
repeat those experiences. 

“there were two breezes today and 
we had three occasions – crossing back 
and forwards between them – to benefit 

from that. picking where and how to do 
that was the race decider. 

“Cambria was clearly ahead of us 
but when she lost her wind we saw a 
smaller boat over on the shore side 
(Chinook) which had wind, so we could 
steer between the two and just keep 
our wind (and stay out of the 
convergence). today was a day you 
would call a heads-out-of-the-boat day. 
We were all looking at what was 
happening around us – but there was 
also a lot of luck involved.

“I think it’s great that we are 
beginning to race these boats as they 
were raced 100 years ago and we have 
more and more respect for our 
forebears who raced them then. We 
have better materials now – better rope 
and so on – but otherwise the 
conditions are similar.” 

he has made mistakes too: a “harold 
Cudmore” (large Jameson whisky on the 
rocks) comes from when he holed and 
sank Jameson I on gurnard Ledge in the 
1993 admiral’s Cup. 



Los
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95ft 6in 
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(573m2)

Mariquita
Wm FIFe III, 1911 
 

Classics along the 

quay in the port of 

Santo Stefano for 

Argentario Sailing 

Week. It’s the 10th 

year Panerai has 

sponsored the 

event 
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throat requires a cast of thousands... OK, 12. Mate 
Matty starts us off with a shanty – it’s a Mariquita 
tradition but he learned some from sailing Tall Ships 
stateside. It’s the well-known South Australia:

In South Australia I was born,
Heave away, haul away!
In South Australia, ’round Cape Horn
Bound for South Australia!                      

But the verses quickly change to what had happened 
ashore the night before, thus: Well, if you like Italian 
spice, heave away, haul away! Them Panerai girls are 
rather nice! Bound for South Australia! That is the 
cleanest, ahem, we can relay here. But as Matty says: “It 
seems a waste to let good gossip go unknown in a 
regatta: what better way to spread a rumour than shout it 
out to a fleet over the calm waters of pre-start?”

Being on the foredeck of a boat like Mariquita often 
involves lying down. If helmsman Johnny Caulcutt and 
tactician Harold Cudmore are to have their heads out of 
the boat as Harold explained, then they need good sight 
lines. So as soon as we tack or gybe we are lying down on 
either of the side decks in a formation known as the 
spoons. This also enables Millz (Millie Newman) to sign 

The Argentario race 
crew of Mariquita
June 19th - 22nd 2014

Starboard sidedecks seated fore to aft: Bowman 

Jérôme Collet, Chief Stewardess Robyn Whitman, 

Engineer Matt Watson, Fraser Anthony Johns, First 

Mate Matty Oates, Cook Pippa Crowley, Mastman 

Adam Norris, Mainsheetman Peter ‘Tubbsy’ Brook, 

Tactician Harold Cudmore, (standing) Owner 

Johnny Caulcutt, Owner Stephen Hemsley, Guest 

David Curling, Captain George Newman

Sitting on port sidedecks, from aft to forward:  

Cornelius van Rijckevorsel, Dickie Planton, Bosun 

Billy Butler, Ollie Gozzet, Dan Adam-Azikri

In or on hatches from aft: Rob Denning, Owners 

Jamie and Angela Matheson, Felix Reid, Milly 

Newman, Richard Sawle. The 18th crewman, editor 

Dan Houston, is on the boom behind the camera!

“Haul away you rolling kings!

Heave away, haul away,

Haul away, you’ll hear me sing,

We’re bound for South Australia!”

the tell-tales on the jib from where she can see it by the 
fore windward shroud, back across the deck to the 
trimmer or helmsman the best part of 60ft (18m) away.

Lying like this, quiet, contemplative of our next move 
or just catching my breath, I am reminded of those Essex 
seamen and smack fishermen 100 years ago who spent 
their summers sailing with this extraordinary class in the 
few brief seasons before the Great War cut short the 
sailing season of 1914. The world was so different then 
– who could guess that this amazing sporting activity was 
about to be obliterated by the catastrophic folly of war 
and the 20th century hemoclysm that followed? Of the 
four British 19s and the two built in Germany in 1913 
only Mariquita remains sailing.

But enough of this, it’s time to tack. We swarm across 
the deck to our positions, everyone crouched at the ready. 
If it’s a bit boisterous we can clip onto the flat webbing 
lifeline or jackstay that fellow regatta crew Cornelius has 
lashed to each side of the deck, running fore and aft. Our 
belts are harnesses for this purpose. But in practice there 
is often not much time for this and your arm and fist – 
your Mk1 harness – serve you in the time-honoured rule: 
one hand for yourself; one for the ship. 

While the racing is serious aboard you can almost feel 
how much fun people are having. The grins from the 
sidedeck say it all while to a man (and woman) we spring 
to action on the call. Tactics and seamanship plus the odd 
mistake by Cambria and Shamrock V in our Big Class 
(with Hallowe’en and Eleonora too) lead us to winning 
all three races in this regatta – something we think has 
never happened before in the boat’s history. We get back 
to the dock after racing, tidy up, rag down and have a 
drink to our success. It’s been a special week, and 
Cudmore’s moment made it.

Next month: Mariquita’s history is brought up to date.

DaN hoUstoN


